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RTP: Audio and Video for the InternetAddison Wesley, 2003
The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) provides a framework for  delivery of audio and video across IP networks and unprecedented quality and  reliability. In RTP: Audio and Video for the  Internet, Colin Perkins, a leader of the RTP standardization process in  the IETF, offers readers detailed...


		

Managing Information Security Risks: The OCTAVE ApproachAddison Wesley, 2002
Information security requires far more than the latest tool or  technology. Organizations must understand exactly what they are trying to  protect--and why--before selecting specific solutions. Security issues are  complex and often are rooted in organizational and business concerns. A careful  evaluation of security needs and...


		

Pocket PC Network ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2003
Pocket PC Network Programming is  the resource developers need to exploit the power of mobile technology and  high-speed wireless connections. This book is a comprehensive tutorial and  reference for writing network applications on Pocket PC 2002 and Pocket PC 2002  Phone Edition devices. It...






		

Code Reading: The Open Source PerspectiveAddison Wesley, 2003
If you are a programmer, you need this book.

 

	
    You've got a day to add a new feature in a 34,000-line program:  Where do you start? Page 333 

    
	
    How can you understand and simplify an inscrutable piece of  code? Page...




		

Data StrategyAddison Wesley, 2005
The definitive best-practices guide to enterprise data-management strategy.You  can no longer manage enterprise data "piecemeal." To maximize the business value  of your data assets, you must define a coherent, enterprise-wide data strategy  that reflects all the ways you capture, store, manage, and use information.In  this book, three...

		

The Guru's Guide to Transact-SQLAddison Wesley, 2000
This is a coder's book. It's intended to help developers build applications that make use of Transact-SQL. It's
not about database administration or design. It's not about end-user or GUI application development. It's not
even about server or database performance tuning. It's about developing the best Transact-SQL code
possible,...





		

Concrete Mathematics: A Foundation for Computer ScienceAddison Wesley, 1988
THIS BOOK IS BASED on a course of the same name that has been taught
annually at Stanford University since 1970. About fifty students have taken it
each year-juniors and seniors, but mostly graduate students-and alumni
of these classes have begun to spawn similar courses elsewhere. Thus the time
seems ripe to present the...

		

Designing Storage Area Networks: A Practical Reference for Implementing Fibre Channel and IP SANs, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
Storage Area Networks (SANs) are now recognized as the  preferred solution for fulfilling institutions' and enterprises' critical  data-storage needs. Whether powered by Fibre Channel or TCP/IP and Gigabit  Ethernet technology, SANs far exceed the capabilities of traditional storage  access methods. SANs are quickly becoming the solution of choice...

		

Open Source Web Development with LAMP: Using Linux, Apache, MySQL, Perl, and PHPAddison Wesley, 2002
Open Source technologies are providing contemporary developers  with a range of cost-effective and robust alternatives to commercial software  for building dynamic, data-driven Web applications. This practical guide  presents a comprehensive survey of LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, Perl, and PHP),  and it shows how these solutions...






		

C++ In Action: Industrial Strength Programming TechniquesAddison Wesley, 2001
In fact I could only dream about writing this book while working full time at Microsoft. I had problems finding time to share experiences with other teams working on the same project. We were all too busy writing software. And then I managed to get a four-month leave of absence. This is how this book started.
Teaching courses to a live,...

		

C++ by DissectionAddison Wesley, 2001
Today, the ANSI C++ programming language is widely used throughout the world in
 both academia and industry. In many educational institutions it is the language of
 choice for a first programming course and for a language to be used for computer science
 instruction. A key reason for this is that C++ has drifted down the...

		

The Java(TM) Tutorial: A Short Course on the Basics (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2000
"This book stands above the rest because it has been available  on the web and read by thousands of Java programmers. The authors have received  an enormous amount of feedback about which sections are good and which sections  are confusing; the confusing ones have been improved. I doubt that any other  Java book has...
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